
Experienced in Full-stack Development and offering skills JavaScript Technologies such as React, Node,
MongoDB, GraphQL and some notable libraries needed

EXPERIENCE

Lead Full-stack Developer
Chromelot

•Led end-to-end development from frontend, backend to deployment.
•Leveraged NestJS, MongoDB, and Swagger UI for backend development.
•Implemented coding standards with ESLint and GitHub Actions while conducting 
rigorous integration testing.
•Utilized React Server Components for the majority of pages, enhancing 
performance and scalability.

Front-end Developer
Mobii Inc

•Developed admin dashboard with Next.js 13, React Final Form, Chakra UI, and 
React Query.
•Engaged in my first-ever structured daily stand-up meeting, effectively 
collaborating with non-technical team members, gaining valuable experience.

Full-stack Developer
Fiddle Inc

•Our team was outsourced to collaborate with Fiddle.
•Primarily focused on bug fixing and code standard maintenance.
•Converted large JavaScript codebases to TypeScript.
•Developed reusable components managed in Storybook, distributed via NPM.
•Implemented Kafka pub/sub across services.

Front-end Developer
Xendit

•Our team was outsourced to collaborate with Xendit.
•Developed the front-end of a specific feature using React and Xendit's custom
UI library.
•Enforced company's testing and code quality standards.
•Received guidance from senior developers to navigate Xendit's extensive
codebase effectively.

Trainee
Cauld & Clark IT Solutions

•Developed web and mobile apps with React (Web/Native), GraphQL, Kafka,
NestJS, and related tech, with proficiency in Go.
•Progressed from trainee to full-stack developer, consistently delivering quality
solutions across various projects and clients.

TECHNOLOGIES

Backend Development
Node - Go - NestJS - MongoDB - Postgres - 
GraphQL - REST - Kafka - Redis

Mobile App Development
React Native ( Expo ) - NativeBase

Frontend Development
React - Redux - Apollo - ChakraUI - MantineUI - 
NextJS14

Tools
Github - VSCode - Mac - Docker - XCode - 
ChatGPT

Mark Vergel Banguis
Full-stack Developer

BanguisMV

Pyakz

banguismv.dev@gmail.com

Surigao, Philippines

Apr 2023 – present
Dallas, Texas

Feb 2023 – Apr 2023
Remote, Philippines

Nov 2021 – Dec 2022
Remote, USA

Jul 2021 – Dec 2021
Remote, Philippines

Mar 2021 – Jul 2021
Remote, Philippines

https://chromelot.com/
https://www.mobii.ph/
https://fiddle.io/
https://www.xendit.co/en/
https://cauldnclark.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/banguismv/
https://github.com/Pyakz
mailto:banguismv.dev@gmail.com

